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FOREWORD

The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), formerly the National Bureau of

Standards, was established by the U.S. Congress in 1901 and charged with the responsibility for

establishing a measurement foundation to facilitate both U.S. and international commerce. This

charge was purposely stated in broad terms to provide NIST with the ability to establish and

implement its programs in response to changes in national needs and priorities.

Increased requirements for quality systems documentation for trade and effective decision-

making regarding the health and safety of the U.S. population have increased the need for

demonstrating "traceability-to-NIST" and establishing a more formal means for documenting

measurement comparability with standards laboratories of other nations and/or regions. Standard

Reference Materials (SRM®s) are certified reference materials (CRMs) issued under NIST
trademark that are well-characterized using state-of-the-art measurement methods for the

determination of chemical composition and/or physical properties. SRMs are used to ensure the

accuracy, traceability, and comparability of measurement results in many diverse fields of

science, industry, and technology, both within the United States and throughout the world. The

NIST Special Publication 260 Series is designed to provide details concerning the procedures

and philosophy used at NIST to produce and certify SRMs and their appropriate use. A list of

these publications can be accessed through the Internet at http://ts.nist.gov/srm.

This document provides definitions of the terms and a description ofNIST' s current practices for

value-assigning SRMs and reference materials (RMs) used for calibrating and/or validating

instrumentation and/or methods and procedures used for chemical measurements.

Willie E. May, Chief

Analytical Chemistry Division

Chemical Science and Technology Laboratory

Thomas E. Gills, Director

Office of Measurement Services

Technology Services
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Definitions of Terms and Modes Used at NIST for

Value-Assignment of Reference Materials

for Chemical Measurement

I. Introduction

Standard Reference Materials (SRM®s) are certified reference materials (CRMs), issued under

the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) trademark that are well-characterized

using state-of-the-art measurement methods and/or technologies for the determination of

chemical composition and/or physical properties. Traditionally, SRMs have been the primary

tools that NIST (formerly National Bureau of Standards) provides to the user community for

achieving chemical measurement quality assurance and traceability to national standards.

This publication provides definitions of the terms and descriptions ofNIST' s current practices

for value-assigning SRMs and reference materials (RMs) used for calibrating and/or validating

instrumentation and/or methods and procedures used for chemical measurements. The terms and

modes as described in this document are applicable for reference materials that support chemical

measurements issued by NIST as of October 1, 1998.

Table 1 lists the seven modes used at NIST for value-assigning SRMs and RMs for chemical

measurements and links the modes to three possible data quality descriptors: NIST Certified

Values, NIST Reference Values, and NIST Information Values. A NIST Certified Value

represents data for which NIST has the highest confidence in its accuracy in that all known or

suspected sources of bias have been fully investigated or accounted for by NIST. A NIST
Reference Value is a best estimate of the true value provided by NIST where all known or

suspected sources of bias have not been fully investigated by NIST. A NIST Information

Value is a value that will be of interest and use to the SRM/RM user, but insufficient information

is available to assess the uncertainty associated with the value. Definitions of these modes are

given in section IV.
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Table 1. Modes Used at NIST for Value-Assignment

of Reference Materials for Chemical Measurements

t» vi x/x

z, B S
1. Certification at NIST Using a Single Primary Method with

Confirmation by Other Method(s)

2. Certification at NIST Using Two Independent Critically-Evaluated

Methods

3. Certification/Value-Assignment Using One Method at NIST and Different

Methods by Outside Collaborating Laboratories

4. Value-Assignment Based On Measurements by Two or More Laboratories

Using Different Methods in Collaboration with NIST

5. Value-Assignment Based on a Method-Specific Protocol

6. Value-Assignment Based on NIST Measurements Using a Single Method or

Measurements by an Outside Collaborating Laboratory Using a Single

Method

7. Value-Assignment Based on Selected Data from Interlaboratory Studies

The choice of mode(s) to be used in the value-assignment for any SRM for chemical

measurements is based on our previous experiences and knowledge of the specific matrix,

analyte(s) of interest, current measurement capabilities, the quality of the analytical methods

results, and the intended use of the material.

The final designation of an assigned-value for an SRM as a NIST Certified Value, NIST

Reference Value, or NIST Information Value is based on the specific value-assignment mode

used and the assessed quality of the resulting data relative to the intended use of the material.
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II. NIST Practices for Value-Assignment of SRMs and RMs for Chemical

Measurements

Generally, NIST does not make or fabricate the materials from which SRMs are produced.

Rather, U.S. industry, scientific groups, or companies on contract to NIST provide materials that

meet NIST specifications.

Techniques and methods used at NIST for providing certified values for SRMs for chemical

measurements are critically evaluated and have demonstrated accuracy in the matrix under

investigation. Potential sources of error for such methods are evaluated and addressed [1,2].

Methods that are "ratio-based" (i.e., that require instrumental comparison versus calibrants of a

known quantity of the measurand) use high-purity, well-characterized primary reference

compounds or species as their basis for calibration (either directly or through gravimetrically

prepared calibration solutions, e.g., NIST Elemental Solution SRMs).

The details ofNIST methods and their testing are well documented (i.e., internal NIST Reports

of Analysis) and often published in refereed technical journals. When results from outside

laboratories are used in the value-assignment process, the NIST Chemical Science and

Technology Laboratory (CSTL) is responsible for the selection of the laboratories and the

technical evaluation of these reported data.

Appropriate control materials are concurrently analyzed in all value-assignment activities - both

within NIST and by any outside collaborating laboratories. When available, appropriate SRMs
or CRMs from other National Metrology Laboratories are used for this purpose.
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III. Modes for Value-Assignment and/or Certification

The quality of assigned values for any CRM is based on the existence and application of sound

measurement principles and practices. It is with this basic premise that we provide the following

seven modes used at NIST to acquire analytical data for the value assignment of our SRMs and

RMs for chemical measurements and link these modes to three data quality descriptors: NIST
Certified Values, NIST Reference Values and NIST Information Values.

1. Certification at NIST Using a Single Primary Method with Confirmation by Other

Method(s)

The Consultative Committee on the Quantity of Material (CCQM) [3] has described a primary

method as:

"A primary method of measurement is a method having the highest metrological properties,

whose operation can be completely described and understood, for which a complete

uncertainty statement can be written down in terms of SI units.

A primary direct method: measures the value of an unknown without reference to a

standard of the same quantity.

A primary ratio method: measures the value of a ratio of an unknown to a standard of the

same quantity; its operation must be completely described by a measurement equation."

Certification at NIST using a single primary method is only possible when (with the exception of

special cases noted below in 1.1, 1.2, and 1.3) [4]:

• All potentially significant sources of error have been evaluated explicitly for the

application of the method and the matrix under investigation; a short written description

is provided in the Report of Analysis for other sources of error that might reasonably be

present and why they are not expected to be significant in this particular case.

• Confirmation of measurements by a primary NIST method can be accomplished by one

or more of the following:

determination of certified constituents in other SRM(s) or CRM(s) of similar

matrix and constituent concentration range;

a second NIST technique with appropriate controls; or

- results of measurements from selected outside collaborating laboratories with

appropriate experience.

The required level of agreement between the primary method and any confirmatory method(s)

must be predetermined and specified in the experimental plan.
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1.1. Certification of Gaseous Mixtures at NIST Using a Primary Method

Certification of gaseous mixture SRMs at NIST requires that:

• Primary standard suites be prepared gravimetrically from well-characterized starting

materials and demonstrated to be internally consistent by a well-characterized analytical

method.

• NIST primary standards be intercompared with primary standards from other National

Metrology Laboratories or verified by a second NIST independent technique.

• Primary standards be documented to be stable for a minimum of two years.

• SRMs be value-assigned relative to the NIST primary standard suites.

• Uncertainty associated with the certified value includes contributions from the

uncertainties associated with the primary standard suite, the analytical ratio method used

to compare the SRM and primary standards, and the heterogeneity of the SRM lot.

The lot homogeneity is determined by NIST analysis of all samples.

• Absence of significant impurities in the SRMs be verified by NIST analyses.

1.2. Certification of NIST pH SRMs

Certification ofNIST pH SRMs requires that:

• Homogeneity of the candidate material(s) for each pH SRM be evaluated by

intercomparisons of randomly selected aliquots of candidate material(s) normalized to the

preceding issuance of the corresponding pH SRM using a glass electrode.

• As an internal control measure, a candidate material be rejected if a significant difference

is observed between the mean pH value of the current candidate material and the certified

pH of the previous SRM issue (unless redetermination of the pH of the previous issue of

the SRM using a Harned cell indicates a significant change from its certified pH value).

• Certification of each pH SRM be performed using cells without liquid junction (Harned

cells) at each temperature of interest using at least three independently prepared buffer

solutions of composite samples of the candidate SRM.

• Uncertainty associated with the certified value includes the measurement uncertainty (in

potential of Harned cell), the uncertainty in standard potential of Ag, AgCl reference
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electrodes, the theoretical uncertainty in the conventional calculation of -log ya and the

replication uncertainty for the overall pH value-assignment.

1 .3. Certification of NIST Optical Filter SRMs

Specific requirements for the certification ofNIST optical filter SRMs include:

1.3.1 Photometry

• Regular transmittance scale is maintained on the National Reference Spectrophotometer

in the NIST Analytical Chemistry Division which is validated by the double-aperture

method of light addition and benchmarked through international intercomparisons using

optical filter artifact standards.

• Solid (neutral glass and metal-on-silica) SRMs are assigned certified values for

transmittance and/or transmittance density at specified wavelengths by individual

measurement of each artifact on the National Reference Spectrophotometer.

• Liquid or powder SRMs are assigned certified values for absorbance per unit pathlength

or specific absorptivity at specified wavelengths by batch certification on the National

Reference Spectrophotometer using a random sampling from the batch.

• The uncertainty for each assigned photometric value includes components to account for

the precision and accuracy of the instrument; heterogeneity, temporal drift, and thermal

characteristics of the artifact; and the geometry of sample positioning. Uncertainties are

not individually evaluated but are based on pooled measurements with more than 30

degrees of freedom. Uncertainties are re-assessed annually for continuously produced

solid standards or with each re-issue for batch-certified standards.

• A control filter is run with all data acquisitions, and the data are used to "control-chart"

the measurement process and verify consistent performance.

1.3.2 Wavelength

• SRMs are assigned certified values for peak wavelength or wavenumber by comparison

to atomic wavelengths (ultimately traceable to the standard meter) using a transfer

spectrometer.

• Wavelength standards are batch certified using a random sampling from the lot. The

uncertainty for each peak position in a wavelength standard includes components to

account for the calibration accuracy of the transfer spectrometer, the precision in locating

the standard peaks, and relevant temperature coefficients over the specified temperature

range of valid certification.
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2. Certification at NIST Using Two Independent Critically-Evaluated Methods

A second mode of certification for NIST SRMs involves the use of two or more critically

evaluated independent methods [5,6]. Method independence is of critical importance, and while

it is rare that two analytical methods have completely different sources of error and variability,

they are chosen so that the most significant sources of error are different. For example, the

following considerations are carefully evaluated:

• Methods are selected to minimize common steps in sample preparation and the final

analytical measurement techniques.

• Methods rely on different physical, spectroscopic, or chemical phenomena that generate

the analytical response.

• Methods/procedures selected are appropriate for the required precision and accuracy for

measurement of the analyte(s) of interest in the matrix.

• The criteria for between-method agreement required for certification is pre-determined

and documented in the experimental plan.

3. Certification/Value-Assignment Using One Method at NIST and Different Methods by

Outside Collaborating Laboratories

In some cases, there does not exist a suitable second independent method at NIST. In these

instances, we carefully select outside laboratories to collaborate on the certification process.

Ideally this collaboration begins at the very start of the experimental design process. In this way,

both NIST and outside laboratory analysts are able to coordinate the details of the measurement,

data analysis, and reporting requirements for the SRM with careful attention to the following:

• The NIST method and the methods of the outside collaborating laboratories must have

been critically evaluated and demonstrated to provide accurate results for the matrix

under investigation.

• The method(s) used by outside collaborating laboratories should be different from the

method used at NIST as required by the "Two Independent NIST Methods" mode (see

Mode 2).

• Data reporting requirements for outside collaborating laboratories should be specified in

the experimental plan, and reports should contain sufficient information to evaluate all

significant sources of uncertainty.
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4. Value-Assignment Based on Measurements by Two or More Laboratories Using

Different Methods in Collaboration with NIST

This mode can be used to provide NIST Reference Values or NIST Information Values for an

SRM, e.g., in instances in which there do not exist suitable methods at NIST. This mode
requires that:

• The outside collaborating laboratories' methods have demonstrated accuracy in the

matrix under investigation.

• Analyses provided by the outside collaborating laboratories involve at least two different

methods (see Mode 2).

• Data reporting requirements for the outside collaborating laboratories be specified in the

experimental plan and their report should contain sufficient information to evaluate all

significant sources of uncertainty, unless a large number of labs/methods submit data, in

which case the "Interlaboratory Study" criteria apply (see Mode 7).

5. Value-Assignment Based on a Method-Specific Protocol

In cases of method-defined parameters, the value of the parameters of interest result from the

appropriate and validated use of a defined protocol. Appropriate implementation of this mode
requires that:

• The protocol used be one that is recognized by the user community as the prescribed

method for measurement of the analyte (or property) of interest in this matrix.

• Only data from experienced practitioners of the protocol be used.

• Measurements using the method-specific protocol be made by NIST, outside laboratories,

or both.

• Method-specific value-assignment typically involve no fewer than three experienced

practitioners of the method.

6. Value-Assignment Based on NIST Measurements Using a Single Method or

Measurements by an Outside Collaborating Laboratory Using a Single Method

In some cases the intended use by the measurement community does not require a NIST
Certified Value as an assigned value. This mode can be used to provide NIST Reference Values

or NIST Information Values.
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• The NIST method used is typically one that would be used in the "Two Independent

NIST Methods" mode (see Mode 2), i.e., the method may have been used in the past as

one of several methods for SRJVI certification, but in this instance was the only method

used.

• The method used by the outside laboratory must have been demonstrated to provide

appropriate precision and accuracy in the matrix under investigation.

• Data reporting requirements for outside collaborating laboratories are specified in the

experimental plan, and their reports should contain sufficient information to permit

evaluation of significant sources of uncertainty.

7. Value-Assignment Based on Selected Data from Interlaboratory Studies

This mode allows NIST to take advantage of interlaboratory studies designed for purposes other

than value-assignment of reference materials. In this mode:

• The particular study must be well documented and organized by a reputable organization.

• NIST Chemical Science and Technology Laboratory is responsible for evaluating the

appropriateness of analytical procedures to identify a subset of results to be selected for

use in value-assignment.

9



IV. Definition of Terms

NIST references a number of definitions in connection with the production, certification, and use

of its SRMs and RMs. The uses of the terms "certified values," "reference values," etc., have

multiple meanings based on the intent and practices of a particular reference material supplier.

Certain definitions, adopted for NIST use, are derived from international guides and standards on

reference materials and measurements while others have been developed by NIST to describe

those activities unique to NIST operations and philosophy. To avoid any ambiguity, this

publication provides definitions of the terms as they are currently used by NIST and a description

of NIST's current practices for value-assigning SRMs and RMs that support chemical

measurements. A listing of NIST-adopted and NIST-developed definitions follows.

Reference Material (RM): Material or substance one or more of whose property values are

sufficiently homogeneous and well established to be used for the calibration of an apparatus, the

assessment of a measurement method, or for assigning values to materials.

[ISO VIM: 1993, 6.13 {!]]

Certified Reference Material (CRM): Reference material, accompanied by a certificate, one or

more of whose property values are certified by a procedure which establishes traceability to an

accurate realization of the unit in which the property values are expressed, and for which each

certified value is accompanied by an uncertainty at a stated level of confidence.

[ISO VIM: 1993, 6.14]

NIST Standard Reference Material® (SRM®): A CRM issued by NIST that also meets

additional NIST-specified certification criteria. NIST SRMs are issued with Certificates of

Analysis or Certificates that report the results of their characterizations and provide information

regarding the appropriate use(s) of the material.

NIST Traceable Reference Material™ (NTRM™): A commercially-produced reference

material with a well-defined traceability linkage to existing NIST standards for chemical

measurements. This traceability linkage is established via criteria and protocols defined by NIST
to meet the needs of the metrological community to be served.

NIST Certified Value: A value reported on an SRM Certificate/Certificate of Analysis for

which NIST has the highest confidence in its accuracy in that all known or suspected sources of

bias have been fully investigated or accounted for by NIST. Values are generally referred to as

certified when Modes 1, 2, or 3 have been used for value-assignment and all the criteria for that

mode are fulfilled. These three modes all require NIST measurements and oversight of the

experimental design for the value-assignment process. The uncertainty associated with a

certified value generally specifies a range within which the true value is expected to lie at a level

of confidence of approximately 95 % if the sample is homogeneous. If significant sample

heterogeneity is included, the uncertainty generally represents a prediction interval within which

the true values of 95 % of all samples are expected to lie at a stated level of confidence.
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Uncertainty of a Certified Value: An estimate attached to a certified value of a quantity which

characterizes the range of values within which the "true value" is asserted to lie with a stated

level of confidence. [ISO Guide 30: 1992 3.4 [81/

Uncertainty of a Measurement: Parameter associated with the result of a measurement that

characterizes the dispersion of the values that could reasonably be attributed to the measurand.

[ISO VIM: 1993 3.9]

NIST Reference Value (formerly called Noncertified Value) for Chemical Composition and

Related Properties: A NIST Reference Value is a best estimate of the true value provided on a

NIST Certificate/Certificate of Analysis/Report of Investigation where all known or suspected

sources of bias have not been fully investigated by NIST. Reference values are generally

determined using the following modes:

• Mode 2 or 3 is used when there is lack of sufficient agreement among the multiple methods.

• Modes 4, 5, or 6 are used when the intended use of the value by the measurement community

does not require that it be a certified value.

• Mode 7 can be used in special cases, e.g., when results are obtained from another national

metrology laboratory with whom NIST has historical comparability data for the method(s)

used for the specific matrix/analyte combination.

The uncertainty associated with a NIST Reference Value may not include all sources of

uncertainty and may represent only a measure of the precision of the measurement method(s).

NIST Information Value: A NIST Information Value is considered to be a value that will be of

interest and use to the SRM/RM user, but insufficient information is available to assess the

uncertainty associated with the value. Typically, the information value has no reported

uncertainty listed on the certificate and has been derived from one of the following value-

assignment modes:

• Results from modes 4, 5, 6, or 7 in which the intended use of the value by the

measurement community does not require that it be a certified or reference value. (E.g.,

information about the composition of the matrix such as the value of "total organic

carbon" of a sediment material may be useful to the user in selecting an appropriate

analytical method.)

• The results from modes 4, 5, 6, or 7 lack sufficient information to assess the uncertainty.

• Results are provided from outside NIST as supplemental information on the SRM matrix

and are not measurements typically made at NIST but may be of interest to the user.

1
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Technical Publications

Periodical

Journal of Research of the National Institute of Standards and Technology—Reports NIST research

and development in those disciplines of the physical and engineering sciences in which the Institute is

active. These include physics, chemistry, engineering, mathematics, and computer sciences. Papers cover a

broad range of subjects, with major emphasis on measurement methodology and the basic technology

underlying standardization. Also included from time to time are survey articles on topics closely related to

the Institute's technical and scientific programs. Issued six times a year.

Nonperiodicals

Monographs—Major contributions to the technical literature on various subjects related to the

Institute's scientific and technical activities.

Handbooks—Recommended codes of engineering and industrial practice (including safety codes) devel-

oped in cooperation with interested industries, professional organizations, and regulatory bodies.

Special Publications—Include proceedings of conferences sponsored by NIST, NIST annual reports, and

other special publications appropriate to this grouping such as wall charts, pocket cards, and bibliographies.

National Standard Reference Data Series—Provides quantitative data on the physical and chemical

properties of materials, compiled from the world's literature and critically evaluated. Developed under a

worldwide program coordinated by NIST under the authority of the National Standard Data Act (Public

Law 90-396). NOTE: The Journal of Physical and Chemical Reference Data (JPCRD) is published

bimonthly for NIST by the American Chemical Society (ACS) and the American Institute of Physics (AIP).

Subscriptions, reprints, and supplements are available from ACS, 1155 Sixteenth St., NW, Washington, DC
20056.

Building Science Series—Disseminates technical information developed at the Institute on building

materials, components, systems, and whole structures. The series presents research results, test methods, and

performance criteria related to the structural and environmental functions and the durability and safety

characteristics of building elements and systems.

Technical Notes—Studies or reports which are complete in themselves but restrictive in their treatment of

a subject. Analogous to monographs but not so comprehensive in scope or definitive in treatment of the

subject area. Often serve as a vehicle for final reports of work performed at NIST under the sponsorship of

other government agencies.

Voluntary Product Standards—Developed under procedures published by the Department of Commerce
in Part 10, Title 15, of the Code of Federal Regulations. The standards establish nationally recognized

requirements for products, and provide all concerned interests with a basis for common understanding of

the characteristics of the products. NIST administers this program in support of the efforts of private-sector

standardizing organizations.

Order the following NIST publications—FIPS and NISTIRs—from the National Technical Information

Service, Springfield, VA 22161.

Federal Information Processing Standards Publications (FIPS PUB)—Publications in this series

collectively constitute the Federal Information Processing Standards Register. The Register serves as the

official source of information in the Federal Government regarding standards issued by NIST pursuant to

the Federal Property and Administrative Services Act of 1949 as amended, Public Law 89-306 (79 Stat.

1127), and as implemented by Executive Order 11717 (38 FR 12315, dated May 11, 1973) and Part 6 of

Title 15 CFR (Code of Federal Regulations).

NIST Interagency or Internal Reports (NISTIR)—The series includes interim or final reports on work

performed by NIST for outside sponsors (both government and nongovernment). In general, initial

distribution is handled by the sponsor; public distribution is handled by sales through the National Technical

Information Service, Springfield, VA 22161, in hard copy, electronic media, or microfiche form. NISTIR's

may also report results of NIST projects of transitory or limited interest, including those that will be

published subsequently in more comprehensive form.
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